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About This Game

A party game with forklifts?

Wreck your friends in a wild race for logistical glory!

Do you even lift?

Race across a variety of groovy levels to the rhythm of funk like you’ve never heard it before!

Compete or co-operate with up to three of your friends in a race against time. Find out who the true champion of the storage
really is by delivering the most items and racking up the biggest score!

Will you use your cunning and skill to tactically deliver with timing and precision? Or will you use the beastly strength only a
four tonne forklift can possess to annihilate your opposition?

What to expect:

Streamlined gameplay in a simple yet hilarious concept

Hysterical physics that will have you laughing to tears
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A variety of unique and challenging levels

A brain-melting soundtrack that God forgot

Sweet forklifts (now in four different colors!)

Hats. Why? Because why not.

Fork your friends today!

Listen to your inner forklift operator calling.
It thumps your chest like a bass guitar and screeches like a set of skidding wheels.

Glory awaits you and your friends.
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This is one of the greatest games I have ever played in my entire life.. this game is as half baked as my review. If you're looking
for a SWAT 4 like shooter, look no further.. A charming and fun multiplayer game about property destruction (or property re-
construction, if you prefer to play as the babysitter), this is a nice early access title. Granted, there's only a couple levels and two
kinds of precocious monster-babies to play as, but it's clear there are hooks for more and the game will continue to be updated.
Includes a single-player and online mode, which is a pleasant surprise for a game that could stnad on its own as a local
multiplayer title. Definitely worth getting in on the ground floor during early access for the low price, especially if you're
looking for something lighthearted to play with a young kid. Just don't let them take any lessons from the were baby!. I had high
hopes off the bat it seemed really well polished and it is but that hides a shell of a game
that is quickly loosing its luster and its players. Since co-op was put in I've only been able to play one
match via matchmaking one for about two weeks. I just think this game is going nowhere fast and
with stuff like Last Epoch,Grim Dawn,Titan Quest new expansion, Torchlight Frontier and Path of Exile firing on all cylinders
this game will
be forgotten fast.......save you money. I own this simulator for more than a year and I spent a couple of hours every week to
practice my RC Heli skills on simulator and in real world.

I tried Phoenix 5.x, Realflight 7.x and Heli-X before and I would say they all have pros and cons. However after trying
ACCURC I seldom go back to other simulators just simply because it's the most realistic one.

Like all other simulators, it WILL NOT work perfectly out of the box. You have to fine tune the settings to suit you taste and
tweak the helicopter to match with your flying style and your skill level, similar to what you are doing in real world, and that is
why I enjoy flying RC helicopters.

For users new to ACCURC I would recommend you to switch camera mode to pilot view, turn off auto zoom, using mouse
wheel to zoom out max (widest view angle) and then zoom in with your mouse wheel about 3 clicks. I found this gives you best
view angle with less visual distortion and make my eyes and brain feels more comfortable.

At last I would recommend you to start with GAUI X7 as I found it flies a bit better than other models out of the box.
. shows potential as a classic overhead arcade shooter but right now it crashes randomly, its literally a Flash game on Steam, the
inventory system makes no sense, the enemies are too tough, and the developers just took pictures of themselves and made those
cutscenes. Boring not scary and badly made.. Super cute game, great writing and art design. I totally love small weird indie
games like this, it's refreshing to have a game I can complete in under an hour. After playing this I checked out Grace Bruxner's
other games on Itch.io and loved them. Hope a sequel gets made, I'm dying for more Frog Detective adventures!. it plays like a
flash game, enough said
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Brilliant and fun game! Classic point and click with great humor, weird story, just the right kind of madness and entertaining
puzzles to solve. I find it strange that this game hasn't gotten more notice. I feel I stumbled upon a hidden gem and it made this
rainy cold saturday pretty perfect.

Some of the translations are a bit off, but it doesn't bother me. I recommend this to all that love point and click, quirky humor
and solving nutty puzzles.. This is a sweet little puzzle game. Like the graphics & the music. :). Do you like gamesss? I want to
play a game with you... Called cannon brawl! Intense quick thinking game, with upgrades to the buildings and unlock new ones!
If you are into fast thinking games aiganst other players, you have to get this! I wanted this game so badly after I saw Tokshen
playing it, and I dig this. Here is the major con though, There is NOBODY playing this game right now. You see only 15 at a
time. Please, spread the word and get people to play!. Game doesn't explain the controls or what you have to do!
No tutorials!!
I walk around in a place and then I feel that someone is attacking me from behind.
I turn around to see that it's some kind of person and then I die!
Then I quit and delete the game forever from corrupting my computer anymore!
WORST GAME EVER!!!!. A lovely little game. If you enjoy point and click simple puzzlers, check this out. The music is
incredible on its own, but the level of creativity on display really makes it seem like this game meant a lot to it's creator. And for
all this, it's free. I almost wish they would charge money for it so I could support more games like this.. I could slow down time.
100/100. Wasn't interested. Bonus games are unlocked gradually through the game, each being a different kind of solitaire. I've
learned a few new (to me) versions that I quite like.. G\u00fczel al\u0131n hemen, yabanc\u0131lara pisikolojik bask\u0131
yapars\u0131n\u0131z.
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